PTFE/PFA/FEP Lined Pipes and Fittings

Ablaze Polymer and Lining is part of the 30-year-old Ablaze Group. The company specializes in manufacturing of fluoropolymer lined Pipes, fittings, valves and customized products.

Ablaze proudly supplies and fabricates lined Pipe & Fittings for transferring chemicals, strong acids, corrosives or other hazardous materials at high temperatures.

**Lining materials available:**

- Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
- Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP)
- Perfluoroalkoxy (PFA)

Our team of qualified and trained engineers have enabled us to provide our respected clients with a quality range of lined customized products. Owing to their resistance to corrosion, these products are very beneficial for various chemical industries.

Inquire us to: [sales@ablazelinining.com](mailto:sales@ablazelinining.com)

Lined Industrial Valves

The Ablaze valves offering represents one of the most comprehensive lines in the industry. Whether it’s critical, lethal, toxic or aggressive, you’ll find Ablaze valves doing the job around the world.

Customized Solution

Besides developing systems with standard dimensions, we are capable of designing and supplying systems completely according to specifications. Our specialists will gladly help to develop a customized solution for your application.

For more visit our Website:

[www.ablazelinining.com](http://www.ablazelinining.com)